
ROCKBOURNE - MIZMASE
9 miles. Park at Rockbourne Village Hall CP. SU 114183.

Leave the CP and turn left, then take the next turn right. Turn immediately right again to go past Manor Farm and the church. 
Continue SSE and at SU 1168 1800 turn right over a stile. Go down the RH side of the field and then diagonally left (SE). 
Continue SSE to Marsh Farm (SU 119174). Pass the farm buildings and carry on SE to the road at SU 121172.

Cross over and continue SE. At SU 126169 turn left to walk NE. Continue to the road near Radnall Wood at SU 1320 1745. Cross 
left and continue into wood. At SU 1380 1765 turn left to walk north. At SU 1345 1795 cross road and continue more or less 
north. At SU 132190 turn right and walk NE to Lowe Farm at SU 137193. Pass farm and continue east to a T junction at SU 
138188. Turn left to walk N then NW on Lower Steeple Lane.

Continue for about ½ mile to a cross track at SU 134201 and turn right uphill. Continue to SU another cross track at SU 141205 
and turn right (SE) to the hillside near the Mizmaze at SU 1414 2036 for lunch. Visit the Mizmaze (a raised grassy maze) said to  
have been made by monks and traversed on hands and knees as a penance. Then retrace steps NW to the crossing at SU 141205  
and this time continue straight on (NW) to skirt a wood and reach Gallows Hill at SU 136214, Continue north to Wick Down and 
at a T junction at SU 11365 2185 turn left to walk W then SW. After about ½ mile at a junction of tracks at SU 127216 turn left to 
walk SE for ¾ mile. At SU 134201 (the cross track at which we turned right at he beginning of this paragraph) turn right to walk 
SW uphill. Reach Whitsbury Castle ditches and walk W, SW and S to reach a road at SU 1255 1957. Turn right to walk W and 
then, when the road bends right, continue on a track SW through Whitsbury Stud. Continue for about 1 mile to reach the road in 
Rockbourne at SU 1140 1835. Turn left to reach the village hall and the cars.


